Multiple aircraft can be used for cooperative strikes.
--Drag Reduction. Drag Reduction. » » Flying in the "sweet spot" has been shown to reduce drag due Flying in the "sweet spot" has been shown to reduce drag due to tilt of the lift vector of wing in the influence of the vorte to tilt of the lift vector of wing in the influence of the vortex. x. Difficult to do. Difficult to do. Applications to any kind of aircraft. Applications to any kind of aircraft. 
Motivation (II) Motivation (II)
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Equations of Motion (II) Equations of Motion (II)
Developed using LaGrange's Equations: Developed using LaGrange's Equations:
Kinetic energy (T) is: Kinetic energy (T) is: and conclude:
and conclude:
Equations of Motion (IV) Equations of Motion (IV)
The final equation of motion becomes: The final equation of motion becomes:
Substitute back into our equation of motion: Substitute back into our equation of motion:
Choose Choose u u to yield desired error dynamics: to yield desired error dynamics:
And our closed And our closed --loop error dynamics become:
and are positive diagonal matrices K C % % loop error dynamics become: This is negative definite in the set of interest. This is negative definite in the set of interest.
We have shown that the error dynamics are We have shown that the error dynamics are asymptotically stable. asymptotically stable. 
The Lyapunov Lyapunov function can be expressed as: function can be expressed as: » » It is obvious that the It is obvious that the Lyapunov Lyapunov function V approaches function V approaches infinity as infinity as y y approaches infinity. Since approaches infinity. Since y y is of the same is of the same order as , then V approaches infinity as approaches order as , then V approaches infinity as approaches infinity infinity Global asymptotical stability is finally shown Global asymptotical stability is finally shown 
Carrying out the matrix algebra, we realize: Carrying out the matrix algebra, we realize:
--Each particle must have the second derivative of Each particle must have the second derivative of the desired trajectory for all generalized the desired trajectory for all generalized coordinates. That is, the desired center of mass coordinates. That is, the desired center of mass location and geometric spacing must be known location and geometric spacing must be known a a priori priori . . --Each particle must know the Each particle must know the current current location of location of the center of gravity of the system. the center of gravity of the system. --Each particle must know the location of the Each particle must know the location of the particles immediately next to it. particles immediately next to it. --Each particle Each particle does not does not need to know the location of need to know the location of any other particles. any other particles. A stabilizing control law (defining A stabilizing control law (defining z z the same the same way we defined it before) is: way we defined it before) is: 
Conclusions Conclusions
For the one For the one --dimensional control case, we are dimensional control case, we are able to develop an effective formation flight able to develop an effective formation flight control algorithm. control algorithm.
--Using the center of mass to guide the formation is a Using the center of mass to guide the formation is a valid approach that yields achievable control laws valid approach that yields achievable control laws for one for one --dimensional formation flight. dimensional formation flight. --The control law developed is globally
The control law developed is globally asymptotically stable. asymptotically stable. --The information requirements are not unrealistic
The information requirements are not unrealistic for current aircraft capabilities. for current aircraft capabilities.
